AUDIT AND DEPLOYMENT SHORT SERVICE (NEW OPTION)
Our clients who have had audits each year for the past 5-6 years are on top of their graffiti issues.
They realise that throughout the year, if they are only maintaining their own assets, a huge amount of graffiti goes largely
unreported until the next audit period comes around. These return client gain that complete refill of missed data at this
time.
We decided to offer a value added solution for new clients which not only brings in all the benefits of the audit processes,
the data base and the ongoing 1000 reads, but brings a short, sharp, ability to have their worst offenders caught during the
process.
This in essence can neutralise the audit cost by having those offenders caught and have them cease immediately.
If you consider that one offender could be worth $20,000 in past damages and say $15,000 into the future, the benefit is
very clear while having the traditional audit process completed.

Q: How can you know where to deploy equipment or who needs to be caught without the audit completed?
A: During the initial meeting with Council we discuss the worst repeat locations, the known worst offenders and that is our
starting point. Typically we might deploy on 3 of your worst hit sites.
Q: We don’t know our Police well. How do they become involved in this audit / deploy period?
A: We would invite your Police to the table. We would brief them on the audit process, the equipment and monitoring
aspect along with other protocols followed by many other past and current Police agencies.
Q: How long will the equipment be in place?
A: We would deploy as an inclusion, only for that time period of 3-4 weeks.
Q: Who monitors the equipment and contacts Police during that time?
A: We would monitor the equipment 24/7 over that period in a similar fashion as any other client.
Q: What about privacy issues and property ownership?
A: We only deploy on Council property or land unless permission is obtained from a non Council property owner.
The equipment is also only typically used in non public spaces and operating times are outside public use.
Q: Who prepares the locations and does the deployments and wall preparation?
A: We prep the wall space that needs to be a clean site for Police benefit to clearly match offender/s to new tags.
These deployment works, site prep etc are typically done at 4.00am in the morning to avoid detection.
Q: What does the prep work cost?
A: We charge $10.00 per m2 for any prep work to get a clean site ready for apprehensions to recover our cost and work on
our time frame without delays or other restrictions.

